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9:37 PM Secondary stage

I sit down on the brick wall. It has quite a drop down on the front side. It tells me to walk down that 
path inward. Oh, there is more dark metal or stone further below on the left side of the wall down 
there. I go there to stand on the wall. The sky is blue and there is a white curve in the sky the shape 
of a sharp arch. 

There is a yellow arch above the wall. 

Spend time at the target signal. The black path leads us in. The sharp yellow arch points in the 
direction that we must take the path on the black path. There is a stream of water toward the right, 
below the path. 

Below the left side there is a black courtyard flat ground, so the pathway is like up on top of a wall 
that curves around the dark courtyard. 

The target signal is a bit weak for probing and exploration, unless I am just being lazy. Also these are 
more natural (of nature) kind of elements and those are less interesting to work with. 

9:52 PM End RV. 

Hm. Not sure what kind of a file this is, I have to take a print screen. Then my report is quite ok. 
Perhaps the gray thick horisontal bar was the dark path and the green color on a symbol was the 
vegetation. Oh I see, it is a sound file. I will listen to it, even though the act of listening to it might 
push information from it backwards in time because of this moment that I listen to it. It's just a 
word in some strange other language. We can say this is not ideal for a remote viewing target 
image, and this session gets no grade (even though I think my drawing looks a lot like the colors 
layout that we see on this feedback page). No grade. 

9:55 PM End session. 

Target source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nl-Bissegem.ogg

ELEMENTS

IE. Low stone wall, a bit curvy. Made out of dark gray stone bricks. Forms a path inward into the 
page. 



IE. Green around the wall. 

SE. More black metal or stone down below on the left side of the wall. 

SE. Blue sky. 

SE. White sharp arch curve in the sky. 

SE. Yellow arch above the wall. 

SE. Stream of water toward the right, below the path. 


